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Open source software (OSS) is the dominant force in software development today, 
driving technical innovation, enabling productivity gains, and touching everything from big 
data and cloud to mobile and embedded. Despite its importance and reach, there’s little 

infrastructure and even less knowledge on how to effectively support OSS. 

This report takes real support data from hundreds of OSS packages across different 
organizations to analyze the statistics, realities, and results of open source in the field.



THE CASE FOR SUPPORT
Back when I started in software, you always sat down with a blank screen and wrote everything from 
scratch. Now, it’s easy to find a package that someone else has written and a point of pride when it fits 
your needs really, really well. We had no idea that today’s climate of corporate acceptance of open source 
software and the enormously complex industry that’s grown around “free code” would ever exist.

We’re seeing explosive growth in the creation, distribution, and use of open source software. We’re living 
through the primordial formation of policies and committees at the organization level. And we’re having 
conversations in mainstream media about open source security. But there’s still the question of sharing 
expertise to solve issues, from configuration to production, that’s reliable, assured, and worthy of 
enterprises. It's a question with one simple answer: enterprise-class open source support.

If you’ve ever missed a release because it look too long to integrate a package or struggled to get your 
system back online after a critical production crash, an enterprise-class open source support team is the 
only answer to avoid unplanned costs.

This report takes data from our extensive database of customers to present the real story on open source 
support and how it insulates organizations from licensing, configuration, and production risks. We’re 
presenting this report now as there’s unprecedented adoption rates of OSS across every industry and our own 
tracking shows support requests have grown 50 percent in the past two years. A very big issue indeed.

Dive into the background, skip to the data, or browse the case studies. It’s all here for you to discuss and 
decide on the best course of action.

Rod Cope, December 2015

Rod Cope, CTO
Rogue Wave Software

Read this white paper:
4 strategies to reduce 
your open source risk

Learn more about 
OpenLogic support

http://www.openlogic.com/resources/datasheets/openlogic-support
http://www.openlogic.com/resources/white-papers/four-strategies-to-reduce-your-open-source-risk


OPENLOGIC PACKAGE POPULARITY DATA, 2015
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5 WAYS OPEN SOURCE IS TRANSFORMING TECH
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Organizations leveraging community expertise
to accelerate proprietary goals

Proprietary software products must support OSS

Enterprises grow confident in OSS use

Open source drives analytics & high performance computing

Embedded software teams embrace OSS



Source: 2015 Open Systems Media / Rogue Wave developer survey
TOP CRITERIA USED BY DEVELOPERS TO CHOOSE OSS
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Watch webinar:
Steps to ensure your 
organization’s 
software security

DEVELOPER TRAINING

UNKNOWN LICENSE
OBLIGATIONS / 

CONFLICTS

SLOW RESPONSE
FROM COMMUNITYPRODUCTION DOWNTIME

DOCUMENTATION IS
OFTEN SPARSE

OR INACCURATE

PACKAGE CONFIGURATION & SET UP

VERSION
MAINTENANCE

PACKAGE
CHOICE



OPENLOGIC SUPPORT DATA, 2015
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TOP SUPPORT REQUESTS

Source: OpenLogic support data, 2015

APACHE HTTP SERVER (HTTPD) 

MYSQL  

APACHE TOMCAT  

WILDFLY / JBOSS APPLICATION SERVER 

CENTOS  

ACTIVEMQ  

OPENSSL  

POSTGRESQL  

JAVA / JDK  

SPRING FRAMEWORK  
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? Lack of knowledge or experience for a specific package or version

Application performance issues and tuning

Mandated use of a package by the customer but little in-house expertise

Need for fast bug turnarounds in production to meet uptime requirements

Support redundancy – what happens when key expertise goes on vacation?

Desire to combine OSS and proprietary code to deliver custom stacks

Workaround needed for an older version that’s no longer “officially” supported

Consolidating multiple different versions and OSS processes across the organization

GET
DIRECT 

ACCESS

TO SLA-BASED MULTI-TIER 

SUPPORT FOR

EXPERT HELP ON 

HUNDREDS OF OSS 

PACKAGES

http://www.openlogic.com/products-services/open-source-support
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“I can’t get Apache 
Tomcat configured 
correctly.”

“We’re looking at replacing 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
but we don’t know the 
alternatives.”

“How do I protect my 
Apache web app against 
this new vulnerability?”

“How do we scale our 
ActiveMQ server to 
handle next month’s 
traffic increase?”

“Our MySQL server 
crashed, how do we 
get it back up?”

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPERS

CIOs/IT
MANAGERS

SECURITY
ENGINEERS

SOLUTION
ARCHITECTS

DATABASE
ADMINISTRATORS
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How do I set up or use a particular function
within this package?

How does this security update affect me?

How do I isolate this bug between the proprietary
and open source code in this stack?

Which package or version is the best choice for
what I want to do?

What are the differences between these two
versions that apply to me?

TOP SUPPORT QUESTIONS



Support call received. 

11:30 PM 

Problem identi ed: 
the mod_ssl 

con guration le 
wasn’t initializing the 
SSL engine and didn’t 

contain proper 
authentication 

parameters. 

12:15 AM 

Support team 
identi es root cause 
as communication 
problem between 

internal database on 
a virtual host and the 

main network. 

Support team creates 
workaround that 
provides secure access 
but con icts with 
established policies. 
Work continues. 

4:30 AM 

Support team 
recommends a new, 
simpli ed 
authentication process 
that eliminates the 
need to authenticate 
between layered 
networks. 
Recommendation is 
approved, 
implemented, and 
tested. 

8:15 AM 

New security process 
designed, implemented, and 
tested such that deployment 

achieved on time. 

CASE STUDY - HOW PREPARED ARE YOU?

Read actual case 
study here

IT SERVICES COMPANY

PROJECT:
NEW SECURE CLIENT ACCESS USING 

MOD_SSL FOR APACHE.

TIMELINE:
PLANNED LAUNCH BEFORE 

OPENING FOR BUSINESS THE NEXT 
MORNING.

WITHOUT SUPPORT
• Need mod_ssl and Apache skills

• Need knowledge of multilayered 
 networking & security

• Need experience with mixed 
 proprietary + OSS architectures

http://www.openlogic.com/resources/case-studies/open-source-software-it-services-industry
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Be proactive: identify where support is needed
and get the expertise

Get smart: know exactly where, how, and when
OSS is used

Stay informed: keep up with latest versions
and patches

Keep watch: listen for security updates and news

Maintain vigilance: create fast-response teams to
handle critical production issues

5 BEST PRACTICES FOR SUPPORTING OSS

Watch this 3-minute 
video: Unpacking 
open source

http://www.openlogic.com/resources/videos/unpacking-open-source-with-openlogic


OSS WITHOUT A DOUBT
The statistics have spoken. Open source is likely to be included within your most critical business 
applications over the coming years, if not already. The advantages are too great, from a vast community of 
motivated developers to organizations dedicated to making open source use better, we’re past the point 
of explosive OSS growth, we’re at the point of maturity through incremental innovations.

Prepare yourself best to handle OSS by keeping on top of your knowledge of packages and the impacts to 
your organization. The most effective way to do this is to not spend time outside your areas of strength, 
rather adopt the best expertise to better design, develop, and improve all aspects of your OSS use.

Our support team has set up, used, and debugged hundreds of packages in even more production 
environments, spending vast amounts of time digging into source code and understanding how they 
really operate. In other words, we know things that you won’t find on Stack Overflow or Google – all 
packaged up into practical knowledge that’s both understandable and professional.

Complementary to support is the holistic management of open source code entering and exiting your 
walls. Much like a factory, without the proper planning, inventory, and tracking, production delays and 
even downtimes will result. That’s where the three pillars of OSS management play:

 1. Discovery – what do I have and where is it used?
 2. Governance – how do I manage use, enforce policy, and reduce risk across the organization?
 3. Support – when problems arise, who do I call?

Consider all aspects of open source, and take action to make it better for all us.

Richard Sherrard, December 2015

Richard Sherrard
Director, product
management
Rogue Wave Software

Learn more about 
OSS management

http://www.openlogic.com/


www.openlogic.com 
 

 

For more information, please visit: 

REQUEST A DEMO

http://www.openlogic.com/
http://www.openlogic.com/products-services/openlogic-exchange



